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Don’t Judge a Book by Its Cover...Or John Locke will Judge YOU

“Locke raises, that is, the problem 
of judging the book by its cover, 
of appraising character by face 
value. Second, Locke unfixes the 
system of differences underwriting 
our notion of what is proper to 
humans” (Lynch 52). 



Physicality 

● 265 pages of post-structuralist literary criticism
● 5 chapters in a general-to-particular flow

○ Part 1-The Economies of Characteristic Writing (New Historicist) 
■ Intro-Recognizing Characters
■ Ch.1-Fleshing Out Characters 
■ Ch.2-Fictions of Social Circulation, 1742-1782

○ Part 2-Inside Stories (Close Reading)

■ Ch.3-“Round” Characters and Romantic-Period Reading Relations

■ Ch.4-Agoraphobia and Interiority in Frances Burney’s Fiction
■ Ch. 5-Jane Austen and the Social Machine

● w/ 8 illustrations --->  which you will see LATER!



Chapters



1. Thesis of Work



“My emphasis on the economy of character has, I hope, the 
effect of historicizing the very category of literary and of 
historicizing the disciplinary divisions and divisions of 
audience and market that sustain it. … History can also 
demonstrate something a bit different about our own 
individuating identification with the characters in our 
fiction--a consumption practice reshaped by that romantic 
recasting that made knowledge of characters’ truths into 
personal, private knowledge: that our transactions with 
characters remain, that change notwithstanding, profoundly 
social experiences” (20). 



2. Methodological/Theoretical Approach: 
Post Structuralism/New Historicism

1998: Post-Structuralist Heyday

Examples of when/how Lynch Diverts from Structuralist 
Theory of the 1950s ---> 



Examples of post structuralism in Lynch’s Economy of Character 

● Deconstructs binaries such as 
round | flat (3), depth | legibility 
(12), individuals | types (48), 
caricatures | characters (cover), novels 
| Shakespeare (139), good | bad readers 
(149)  

● Negates structuralist 
commonplaces (14-17, 19) 
including Ian Watt’s 
structuralist 1951 book Rise of 
the Novel (4, 16, 124, 126, 
268, 285-6)

● Studies HOW knowledge is produced; 
history/culture CONDITIONS the study 
of underlying structures; to 
understand an object (character) 
understand system of characters that 
produced it. 

● Critiques Levi-Strauss (173) which 
Derrida loved to do (i.e., Of 
Grammatology) 

● David Foster Wallace on 
Poststructuralism: “Derrida and 
Foucault see literary language not 
as a tool but an environment. A 
writer does not wield language; he 
is subsumed by it. Language speaks 
us, writing writes, etc.” 



3. Contribution

Departs from Ian Watt’s structuralist Rise of the Novel 
reading of Jane Austen as the epitome, ultimate realization 
of what flat characters always had lurking underneath (4)





4. Virtual Tour of Chapters 
(Pay No Attention to the Marginalia)



Illustrations



Figure 1

In figure 1, Lynch begins 
deconstructing the binary between 
Round | Flat, launching her book 
with a close reading of a comic 
strip and orienting the modern 
reader within the realm of 
characters. 

She shows that the flat character 
CAN triumph over the round, and 
that the round is acting in a flat 
(predictable) way while the flat 
character is more fun. 



Figure 2

Lynch takes us from 1990s comic 
strip into Hogarth’s depiction of 
characters vs. caricature. He takes 
on a crusade to show the 
superiority of “character” in 
chapter 1, Fleshing Out Characters 
(61-70). 

“Hogarth’s attempt to polarize the 
two modes of characterizing and 
thus the two kinds of art” (66).



Figure 3

“Indeed, further on in … The Bench, 
Hogarth betrays himself and all but 
admits that it is not abbreviation 
but excess that jeopardizes the 
identify of character. … 
[indicating] the ambivalence in his 
attitude toward caricature’s 
techniques of overcharging and its 
manipulations of physical 
dimension…” (67) 



Figure 4
On the next page, the next section of chapter 1, 
Fleshing Out Characters, begins: Garrick’s Face. 

“Judging by the complaints that David Garrick’s 
critics made, especially when they remarked on his 
face, the player’s acting also exemplified the 
dangers of extra strokes. … The intimate relation 
between Britain’s print culture and performance 
culture is suggested by the way both Hogarth and 
Fielding found it politic, while they promoted 
their own ways of negotiating the economy of 
character, simultaneously to promote what Garrick 
was doing in the same line” (70). 

Evelina writes to the Rev. Mr. Villars on Garrick: “The 
celebrated Mr. Garrick performs Ranger. I am white in 
exstacy...I have hardly time to breathe” (before seeing him). 

“His action--at once so graceful and so free!--his voice--so 
clear, so melodic--And when he danced, how I envied Clarinda” 
(after seeing him).  



Figure 5

In chapter 3 Lynch close-reads reviews of 
Shakespeare from the 18th to 19th 
Centuries (134-142): 

“By the close of the eighteenth century 
literary characters have moved out of 
time. Immortals, they survive, surpass, 
and in some sense are realer than human 
authors” (138). 

Interesting read of Hamlet on 136-137 



Figure 5-continued

Coleridge on Hamlet 
(i.e., our earlier 
discussion in class re: 
Pamela vs. Hamlet in 
terms of interiority) 



Figure 6

“And, conversely, the spectacle of 
their impersonal labor provided a 
ritual reaffirmation of the 
beholder’s personhood …”

(On the facing page): “...in its 
definition of character, the [OED] 
stages a confrontation of person 
and machine and cites John Stuart 
Mill’s declaration that ‘One whose 
desires and impulses are not his 
own, has no character, no more than 
a steam-engine has a character’” 
(192).  



Figure 7

“Evelina’s 
transformation in 1822 
points to how the 
meanings of character, 
those depths and those 
signs of the 
psychological real that 
discerning readers read 
for, cannot be 
understood in isolation 
from the wider field of 
social relations…” (264) 



Figure 8

“... the same 
pictorial idiom 
that they 
mobilized when 
they draw 
cartoons about 
hypochondria or 
hallucination…” 
(264)



5. Connections, Applications, Extensions



Connections, Applications and Extensions to our Class

● Evelina
● Northanger Abbey, Jane Austen, and Free Indirect Discourse 

(301-2, 305=funny)  
● Market Culture (chapter 2-3 especially) 
● Clarissa 
● Tom Jones (Whither Pamela?)
● Gallagher (298)
● Hamlet / (Richardson on) Shakespeare (139)
● Romantic poets, i.e., 

○ Wordsworth
○ Coleridge
○ Blake (my own brain) 



6. Strengths & Weaknesses 



Strengths Weaknesses

● Excellent, intriguing close 
readings of Burney and Austen 

● Structure lends to ease of 
reading/comprehension of DENSE, 
interesting ideas

● The post-structuralist lens 
held to the Rise of the Novel 
introduces new, exciting ways 
to view our texts 

● I LOVE THIS BOOK!!! Like a 
round character, this book 
lends itself to rereading! 

● Weak link between the two broad sections 
in this book, organized between the 
older, 18C “flat” character and the 
newer, 19C-to-present “depth” of 
character. 

● Lacks adequate data re: ROUND 
characters’ profitability vs. flat, 
which might be hard to come by but which 
would bolster that roundness of 
character rose due to market forces. 

● Though she attempts to deconstruct the 
idea of Austen as the epitome, the 
culmination with a full chapter on 
Burney and then on Austen suggests 
Austen’s “superiority” over, and 
evolution from, Burney. No 18C flat 
character boasts a full chapter.



My Favorite 
Passages

Rapid-fire Quotations!

● Passages: 13, 19-20, top of 29, 42, 43 
(watches/faces), 77 (Evelina lost in 
crowd as individual), 85 (“When is the 
mental museum’s collection 
complete?”), 92-3 (Gallagher!), 123 
(Coleridge’s epigraph!), 127 (key 
passage), 129 (power of 
close-reading), 164-175 (Evelina! & 
the Captain), 196 (Madwoman in the 
Attic!), 256 (Burney, Austen, Bronte!)

● Ideas: Austen and crowd noise, from 
Evelina to Catherine Morland to Ann 
Eliot of Persuasion in terms of 
women’s “character” in making their 
own decisions (shopping) (and second 
chances!) 





8. Questions?


